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SEISMIC WAVES (5:14)

Simon Yong - Electric Guitar
Joanna Lim — Keyboards
Nal Goodfellas — Bass
Brandon Khoo — Drums

According to Wikipedia, “Seismic waves are wa‘
earth's layers, and are a result of an earthqua
low-frequency acoustic energy.” I kicked In the
supported by Joanna’s swelling keyboards to double pedal work signies the imminent arrival
{

BLOOD OF RAVEN (2:09)

Simon Yong — Guitars
Joanna Lim — Keyboards

“I'm thinking of a simple opening track”, I said. Joanna opened an old MP3 that
she’d written during her school days and asked, “Maybe we can develop this?”
It then took us about 6 hours (dinner break included) to churn out a new version
of “Blood of Raven”.

The idea of the “wave" effect came about when“:
of my amp whi|e I was practicing. The big disto
the amp, through the turning fan and into myeé
wondering, “What the fuck was that?" Well, eve"

,'

90 at the opening riff
ave” type effect. Brandon’s
assive shockwave.

déntally placed my fan in front
Itar sound that travelled from
me worried at first. I was
ings like this can be inspiring!

LISTEN TO THE SUN (6:41)

AN ANCIENT MARCH WITH THE KING’S PIPERS
Simon Yong - Electric Guitar
Joanna Lim — Keyboards

(5:44)

Simon Yong - Electric Guitar
Yazeid Rahman - Bass
Brandon Khoo - Drums

Yazeid Rahman — Bass
Brandon Khoo - Drums
Kerong Chok — Rhodes Solo

Although humans cannot directly see the Sun’s interior, we are able to study the
propagation of wave oscillations at its surface to reveal the inner structure and
conditions of the mighty star.

Believe it or not, in 2009 I was watching the Chick Corea Elektric Band on YouTube
as I wrote this track. But of course there were other elements that contributed to
“V”.
my inspiration like Steve Vai’s “Where The Wild Things Are" and Symphony X’s

It was a 4-minute-plus song when I rst presented it to Brandon and Yazeid. We
went into the rehearsal studio, jammed, threw in a few more ideas, and checked up
an additional 2 minutes of mind-blowing music! Like the rest of the songs in this
album, I initially wrote them with little regard for execution feasibility. I then had
to practice really hard to piay each note close to perfect. This song features 3 types
of guitar effects you don’t hear on other tracks: A chromed steel slide bottle,
Digitech Whammy 4, and the dotted 8th note delay.

This song features Singapore's very own jazz prodigy Kerong Chok ripping up a
16—bar keyboard solo from 1:36min onwards. The twist occurs at 3:39min where
Joanna orchestrates an epic entrance of the victorious KING marching into the
ancient world.

to do with the song itself? You decide.
anything Reserved,
Does the title have
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NAMIBIAN WALTZ (2:46)

KYRA (5:37)

Simon Yong — Electric and Nylon-String Guitars
Joanna Lim — Keyboards and iPad
Helman Kamal - Djembe, Shekere, Cabasa, and Wind Chimes
Upon seeing a particularly amazing photo of Namibia one night in between sets at
Hood Bar where I work, I knew immediately that I now had a name for a song I was
working on. Since the song Is In 3/4, why not call It “Namibian Waltz” then?
In this track, I thought about how I would write a song that sounded different from
the rest. No lead gultanjustl'diordsr Ih‘adamy ESP PKyra” Custom on stereo mode,
T
'
‘
with the piezo panl‘iéd'lé‘
'Ij'fe thorus and
M111'
‘
'
delay effects.
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Joanna had a lot of fun wl'
app am
my dear friend Helman Kamal made a guest appearance to pf
to create a modern yet folk-[sh interpretation of a Namibian
—

THE GARDENER (6:14)
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her iPad, and

c'an percussions

'

Simon Yong — Electric Guitar
Joanna Lim — Keyboards
Nal Goodfellas - Bass
Brandon Khoo - Drums
“1 have to write a ballad. A 6/8 ballad". While
watching a T-Square DVD, I was so inspired
that I picked up my guitar right away and started noodling out a bunch of chords! 1 must
add that I really enjoy Nal’s performance on this track. He's spectacular!

ALIEN STOLE MY WHISKEY (6:31)

Simon Yong - Electric Guitar
Joanna Lim — Keyboards and SFXs
Yazeid Rahman — Bass
Brandon Khoo — Drums

I was ddling with my Corona Chorus with its speed and FX level cranked up. “That sounds
Alien...”, I said to myself (though the truth is that nobody knows how an Alien would or
should sound like!) As I kicked in the Envelope Filter, I went “That’s it! A drunken Alien!"

Simon Yong — Electric and Acoustic Guitars
Joan Chew — Electric Violin
Joanna Lim — Keyboards
Nal Goodfellas — Bass
Brandon Khoo — Drums

This track is my interpretation of how an Alien would sound like when drunk. I'm also a
huge fan of Frank Zappa’s works and his notion of “Does Humor Belong In Music?”. Sound
FXS, 805 style hard rock riffs, jazz-fusion moments, a small swinging Benny Hill reference,
and a dancing Alien makes me wonder, “What kind of song-writer have I become?" Don’t
take this song too seriously because it’s not supposed to be!

Joan Chew has the ability to play the electric violin in such a way that it mimics the
electric guitar. Being a multi-instrumentalist, she understands music in-depth, and
most importantly, she knows all the nuances of rock guitar-playing. This is my second
time working with Joan on an album, and she is, without a doubt, my rst—choice
violinist to play a duet with.

Simon Yong

The outro of The Gardener is an intense musical expression orchestrated beautifully by
Joanna. This 6:14 minute-long track is the rst song I wrote for the album. At 2:31min,
while the guitar tapping sequence is played in a 7/4 time signature, Brandon’s idea of
keeping the pulse to a 4/4 beat makes the segment stylistically brilliant!

BLOOD OF RAVEN: REPRISE (1:42)

-

Nylon-String Guitar

The idea for the reprise was accidental. I was practicing Blood of Raven with my
nylon-string guitar (my electric was in the bag) and thought, “That sounds pretty good
too!"1 don't even have to crack my brain to think of a track title!

At rst,

I thought of ringing up friends to ask if I could borrow their Godin for a day but I
decided against it. I think my ISOSGD second-hand, beat-up nylon—string Yamaha did a
pretty decent job!
All Rights Reserved, National Library Board, Singapore

ALIEN STOLE MY WHISKEY

My sincere gratitude to:

all songs written, arranged, and produced by

My Mum and Dad for raising me, allowing me to be who I want to be and do what I want to do
as long as I remain a good human being. Joanna Lim for being my beloved wifey, BFF, adviser,
and bandmate, Thank you for believing in me. I love you with all my heart.

Simon Yong

except “Blood of Raven" written by

Simon Yong & Joanna Lim

patiently and expertly engineered, mixed, and co- produced by

2010-

May 2013)
wt-

..

Leonard Soosay for his talent, patience, and intelligent advices. Janet Chiang for believing
at Davis Guitar. President Makoto Suzukl from ESP Guitars
for his support and encouragement. All the wonderful folks at Audio-Technica Singapore.
Mervyn Tea for the incredible cover art. Henry Hiah for photography and videography.
Chen Hongwen for my website and the “Simon Yong“ logo design. Sandra Rlley Tang (RileyArt)
for the beautiful calligraphy art. Clement Yang (Mapex Drums) and Ian Tan for logistics. My
manager Bernard Ang for taking good care of me and also being an awesome drinking buddy.
Mr

in me, and all the beautiful people

Stasha Wong at Snakeweed Studios
mastered by

Ed Brooks at RFI Mastering Studio, Seattle, USA

(June 2013)

performed by

Simon Yong - All Guitars
Joanna Lim - Keyboards, SFXs, iPad
Yazeid Rahman - Bass

|

Brandon Khoo - Drums
with guest appearances

Nal Goodfellas - Bass

Joan Chew - Electric Violin
Kerong Chok - Keyboards
Helman Kamal - Percussions
cover art

Mervyn Teo

in

Joan Chew, Helrnan Kamal,

Leonard Soosay at Snakeweed Studios (November
“Blood of Raven: Reprise” recorded by

this album: Brandon Khoo, Joanna Lim, Yazeid Rahman, Nal Goodfellas,
and Kerong Chok‘ It’s amazing how you guys sound on this record
I am so grateful when you say “Yes" to this project. Thank you for your talent, time, and effort to
perform the best of your ability

The musicians

‘

.

Thunder Rock School and Wala Wala Café Bar for rehearsal space. Ezal Sani, Imran Salleh,
Mang, and Reuel Ramos from Zero Sequence for their patience and encouragement and the
many years of friendship. Shirlyn Tan, Rene Hombre, and Colin Teo from Shirlyn & The
UnXpected for the inspirations. Gareth Fernandez and Jovin Lim (brother-in—Iaw) from KINGS,
Mark Jason, Joshua Yeo, JC Teo, Ian Toh & the Thunder Rock family, Timothy James,
Stasha Wong and last but not least, The RockWala Warriors!
And nally, for those who are interested in the equipment I used for this record, here goes:
Electric Guitars: ESP‘ ‘Eclipse” and‘Kyra"
Amplication:
Suhr Badger 35
Pedals: Suhr Riot TC Electronmwatten Hall of Fame, Corona, Emma Electronics Stink Bug,
MXR Phase 90, Electro- Harmonix
Morley Bad Horsie, and Digitech Whammy 4.

Q-Troano,

00 visit my website www.5imon-yong.com and www.facebook.com/slmonyong

for more details and updates!

photography & inlays

Henry Hiah

gutisguiu,
I

logo and website

Chen Hongwen

® audio-technica
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“SIMON YONG" calligraphy art

Sandra Rlley Tang
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1. Blood Of Raven 2:09
2. An Ancient March With The King’s Pipers 5:44
3. Seismic Waves 5:1 4
'4. Listen ToJThe Sun 6:41
g
5. Namibian Waltz 2:46
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6. The Gardener 6:14
7. Kyra 5:37
8.7'Alien Stole M\) Whiskey 6:31
9. Blood Of RaveA [Reprise] 1 :42
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Produced By Simon Yong
Co-Produced By Leonard Soosay at
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